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Teaming Tools for Subcontractors: Connecting
Small Businesses with Prime Contractors in the
Federal Services Market
•

Accelerate growth by identifying prime
contractors quickly and building a strong
subcontractor portfolio.

COMPNAY DISCOVERY
Search every active company in the
•

federal market matching your

Customize search results and find the
right prime contractors with keyword

requirements and reduce the time and

optimization.
expense to discover and build new
prime contractor relationships.

•

Enter new markets with teaming tools
designed for sub-contractors. Reduce

COMPANY VETTING

business development time and cost,

Vet teaming partners by their company

minimize risk, and get on teams faster!

profile via size category, capabilities,
•

past performance and more, reducing

Use Quick Connect for the fastest,
tracked introductions. Reach out directly

the time it takes to find valuable

to all companies in the federal market.

teaming partners and grow your small
•

business.

Gain past performance faster to
accelerate time to prime contract wins.

CRM TRACKING
Easily track every connection turned

•

relationship and add in your current
connections for automated tracking

Manage prime relationships with a
built-in CRM to easily track and grow

How can finding companies online help my business?

your relationships.

and built-in data updates.

•

Save you time

COMPANY PAGE

Companies spend an average of 125 hours a year, per team

Send companies to your TeamingPro

member, just searching for other companies. With our searches,

company page. Once you upload your

you can usually find the companies you’re looking for in about

capability statement, this in addition to

2 minutes.

your other company data will
showcase your company and give

•

Save you money

your sector of the federal market a

Companies spend an average of $5400 a year, per team member

quick way to view and then connect

just searching for companies. The average yearly cost per team

with your company.

member is $265.

•

Expand your options
Now that connections are fast, easy to make and seemingly endless,

Cost and Details
Number of AutoConnects

Unlimited

Number of responding small
businesses or vendors

Unlimited

Number of companies per
vetting

Unlimited

Option for customization

Yes

Option for private cloud

Yes

AutoConnects sent through
our Amazon AWS partner
through your domain

Yes

your options just became seemingly endless as well.

CONTACT US TODAY: SALES@TEAMINGPRO.COM

First Seat:

$499.00
(annual)

Additional
Seats:

$149.00
(annual)

